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During multisensory speech perception, slow d oscillations (;1–3Hz) in the listener’s brain synchronize with the speech sig-
nal, likely engaging in speech signal decomposition. Notable fluctuations in the speech amplitude envelope, resounding
speaker prosody, temporally align with articulatory and body gestures and both provide complementary sensations that tem-
porally structure speech. Further, d oscillations in the left motor cortex seem to align with speech and musical beats, suggest-
ing their possible role in the temporal structuring of (quasi)-rhythmic stimulation. We extended the role of d oscillations to
audiovisual asynchrony detection as a test case of the temporal analysis of multisensory prosody fluctuations in speech. We
recorded Electroencephalograph (EEG) responses in an audiovisual asynchrony detection task while participants watched vid-
eos of a speaker. We filtered the speech signal to remove verbal content and examined how visual and auditory prosodic fea-
tures temporally (mis-)align. Results confirm (1) that participants accurately detected audiovisual asynchrony, and (2)
increased d power in the left motor cortex in response to audiovisual asynchrony. The difference of d power between asyn-
chronous and synchronous conditions predicted behavioral performance, and (3) decreased d-b coupling in the left motor
cortex when listeners could not accurately map visual and auditory prosodies. Finally, both behavioral and neurophysiological
evidence was altered when a speaker’s face was degraded by a visual mask. Together, these findings suggest that motor d

oscillations support asynchrony detection of multisensory prosodic fluctuation in speech.
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Significance Statement

Speech perception is facilitated by regular prosodic fluctuations that temporally structure the auditory signal. Auditory speech proc-
essing involves the left motor cortex and associated d oscillations. However, visual prosody (i.e., a speaker’s body movements) com-
plements auditory prosody, and it is unclear how the brain temporally analyses different prosodic features in multisensory speech
perception. We combined an audiovisual asynchrony detection task with electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings to investigate
how d oscillations support the temporal analysis of multisensory speech. Results confirmed that asynchrony detection of visual and
auditory prosodies leads to increased d power in left motor cortex and correlates with performance. We conclude that d oscilla-
tions are invoked in an effort to resolve denoted temporal asynchrony in multisensory speech perception.

Introduction
Speaker prosody displays perceptible fluctuations in the speech
amplitude envelope, allowing a listener to segment and parse
incoming speech (Ghitza, 2017). While not isochronous, prosody

imposes a temporal structure with regular alterations of strong
and weak accentuated cues occurring at ;1- to 3-Hz d rate
(Peelle and Davis, 2012; Doelling et al., 2014; Ding et al., 2016;
Ghitza, 2017). Populations of neurons in visual and auditory cor-
tices synchronize their firing responses with the onsets of pre-
dictable events, structuring sensory signals at a d rate. Such
“neural entrainment” reflects the early stages in sensory process-
ing by which neural oscillations might track temporally relevant
signal features. The neural representation of such sensory fea-
tures must temporally align, and there is evidence that d
oscillations play a role in unisensory as well as multisensory
integration (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Keitel et al., 2017;
Kösem and van Wassenhove, 2017; Meyer et al., 2020). For
example, using a temporal order judgment task, Kösem et al.
(2014) showed that the phase shifts of entrained d
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oscillations in the auditory cortex linearly mapped partici-
pants’ perception of audiovisual simultaneity. Other studies
described an interaction of d oscillations in visual and auditory cor-
tices for audiovisual speech (Mercier et al., 2015; Crosse et al.,
2016). Crosse et al. (2016) reported that speech envelope tracking in
the auditory cortex improved through visual information, particu-
larly in the d range. Beyond segmentation, prosody presents in vis-
ual and auditory information and facilitate synchronization of
multimodal information in social interaction (Esteve-Gibert and
Guellaï, 2018; Kotz et al., 2018). The term “visual prosody” encom-
passes communicative gestures (i.e., hand, head, face, and body
movements) whose prominent phase temporally coincides with
acoustic prosodic features such as intonational phrases, pitch
accents, and boundary tones (Munhall et al., 2004; Chandrasekaran
et al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2014; Biau et al., 2016). For example, lis-
teners rely on the successful temporal analysis of gestures and
sounds in speech perception (Cherry, 1953; Sumby and Pollack,
1954; Obermeier et al., 2012). Together, this raises the following
questions: How does the brain temporally align multiple dynamic
prosodies in multisensory speech perception?

The present study investigated whether d oscillations respond
to manipulation of temporal alignment in multisensory speech
(i.e., dynamic nonverbal visual and auditory prosodies). We refer
to temporal alignment as the mechanism by which the brain
attempts to integrate the quasi-rhythmic structure of visual and
auditory prosodies in multisensory speech. d activity in the
motor cortex has been associated with the temporal analysis of
rhythmic stimuli as its phase aligns with the onsets of predictable
events (Saleh et al., 2010; Morillon and Schroeder, 2015;
Morillon et al., 2019). In speech, Keitel et al. (2018) showed that
left motor d activity tracked temporally predictable slow phrasal
features in auditory sentences and predicted successful speech
comprehension. This suggests that this region responds to per-
ceptually relevant regularities in the signal to improve compre-
hension. Keitel et al. (2018) also found d -b cross-frequency
coupling in the left motor region, in line with previous research,
showing that motor b oscillations respond to the temporal
alignment of rhythmic auditory tones or visual cues (Saleh et al.,
2010; Fujioka et al., 2015). These findings led to the hypothesis
that d oscillations are involved in the temporal analysis of speech
by mediating top-down control through cross-frequency cou-
pling with b activity (Arnal, 2012; Arnal et al., 2015; Morillon
and Baillet, 2017). In other words, d activity could reflect how
the brain gathers and temporally analyses different sensory
inputs in left motor cortex and generates predictions to improve
(multisensory) signal processing. Finally, the left motor cortex,
including the left inferior frontal gyrus, is involved in gestures
and speech integration (Biau et al., 2016; Park et al., 2016; Zhao
et al., 2018).

We propose that visual and auditory prosodic features
encoded in the visual and auditory sensory cortices provide two
representations of the speech signal, and their (un-)successful

temporal alignment may recruit the left motor cortex during
speech perception. To test this hypothesis, we manipulated the
temporal structure of filtered multisensory speech, including
whole body or masked head movements. Participants performed
an audiovisual synchrony detection task and watched small video
clips of a single speaker engaged in a conversation. We also
recorded their electroencephalogram (EEG). First, we tested
behaviorally how successfully listeners temporally align visual
and auditory prosodic features in multisensory speech. We then
analyzed modulations of d oscillations in response to audiovisual
asynchrony to find out whether and to which degree they index
(un-)successful temporal alignment in multisensory speech per-
ception. Third, we tested whether d -b coupling in the left motor
cortex predicts multisensory (a-)synchrony detection in speech
perception.

Materials and Methods
Participants
We recruited twenty-six native Dutch speakers (mean age=22.24,
SD=4.24; 15 females) at Maastricht University, who received e10 for par-
ticipating in the experiment after giving informed consent. All participants
were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
hearing. The protocol of the study was approved by the Research Ethical
Committee of Maastricht University. Data from three participants were
removed from the final analysis because of technical problems.

Stimuli
Short videos were extracted from a longer video recording used in a pre-
vious study (Gunter and Douglas Weinbrenner, 2017). The videos
depicted a female actor and an experimenter (both German native
speakers) engaged in a question-answer conversation. The actor sat on a
chair, moved freely, and was visible from her knees up to the top of her
head. Relevant segments containing the actor’ answers separate from the
experimenter were selected to create the current stimulus set (N=54).
Each of the 54 segments was 10 s long (600 frames at 60 frames/s; FPS).
The audio track was extracted to be low pass filtered with Hann band
windowing procedure (from 0 to 400Hz; 20-Hz smoothing) using Praat
(Boersma and Weenink, 2015). In doing so, we altered speech intelligi-
bility removing verbal content while keeping the prosodic contour of the
signal. Peak frequencies were extracted from the audio and video files
through Fourier transformations that calculated the frequency at which
the peak amplitude occurred within a range of 0.5–8Hz. For videos, the
average magnitude of grayscale pixel changes between consecutive
frames was used to determine the frequency of movement and gesture
(see Table 1).

We applied two visual manipulations to each of the 54 speech
segments: (1) the presence or absence of a visual mask (no mask, head-
mask); and (2) the original temporal alignment of the audiovisual infor-
mation or a temporal shift of the audio signal relative to the video onset
(synchronous, asynchronous). In the no-mask condition, the speaker’s
body and face were fully visible. In the head-mask condition, the head of
the speaker was blurred to degrade visual prosody conveyed by the
speaker’s lips. The mask was created by applying a low-pass Gaussian fil-
ter on the upper third of the original video containing the speaker’s face,

Table 1. Summary statistics of peak frequencies obtained for video and audio signals using a Fourier transformation

Stimuli Mean peak frequency SD peak frequency Min peak frequency Max peak frequency

Full (no-mask 1 body) 3.65 1.02 0.86 6.13
Full (head-mask 1 body) 3.10 1.45 0.86 6.13
Head only (no-mask) 3.59 0.91 1.00 3.99
Head only (head-mask) 2.27 1.53 0.86 6.13
Body only* 3.37 1.25 0.86 6.13
Audio only* 2.74 1.44 0.86 5.86

Video signals: full (head 1 body), head only (either original head information or head-masked), and body only (lower body part without head information). Audio signals: audio only. The audio and body only measures (indi-
cated by asterisks) are consistent across the no-mask and head-mask conditions. Frequencies are shown for the no-mask and head-mask videos for the masked area (head only) and all pixels (full video).
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attenuating a high frequency signal. This manipulation removed fine-
grained facial expressions from the video while slow gestures remained
intact (see Fig. 1). In the synchronous condition, the original temporal
alignment between visual and auditory onsets was intact. To create an
asynchronous condition, we inserted a delay between the visual and au-
ditory onsets by shifting the sound onset by 1400ms relative to the
video onset (i.e., 24 frames). This manipulation maintained the natural
order of visual information preceding auditory information in the
synchronous condition in ecologically valid contexts but with a longer
duration. In the current experiment, audio onsets did not precede corre-
sponding video onsets. This lag duration was based on a time-window of
multisensory integration established in previous studies (Biau and Soto-
Faraco, 2013; Obermeier and Gunter, 2014; Jessen and Kotz, 2015; Biau
et al., 2016). A 400-ms lag ensured that the delay between video and
audio onsets was long enough for participants to detect audiovisual
asynchrony at a success rate of approximatively 806 5%. This delay was
established in a pilot experiment with different participants (n=16).
Results confirmed that participants detected both synchrony and asynchrony
between visual and auditory information in the audiovisual stimuli
similarly (correct response rates in the synchronous condition:
0.796 0.11 and asynchronous condition: 0.786 0.12; t(1,15) = �0.26;
p = 0.797; two-tailed; Cohen’s d = 0.07). This was done to ensure we
retained enough correct response trials in both conditions for further
EEG analyses. Further, a central white fixation cross was displayed in
each video to allow participants to focus their gaze on a central cue while
attending audiovisual stimuli. Altogether, this created four conditions: no-
mask asynchronous (NMA; see Movie 1; Fig. 1A), no-mask synchronous

(NMS; see Movie 2), head-mask asynchronous (HMA; see Movie 3), and
head-mask synchronous (HMS; see Movie 4). A total of 18 additional video
clips, in which the central white fixation-cross turned red, were used as fill-
ers, counterbalanced across conditions (color change onset jittered between
5 and 9 s after the video onset; ;8% of total stimuli, not included in the
final data analysis). We used the fillers in a memory test to focus the partic-
ipants’ attention on the videos during the experiment. Finally, audio files
were recombined with corresponding video files in each condition. Videos
were edited using Adobe Premiere Pro CS3 and exported using the follow-
ing parameters: pixel resolution 1920� 1080, 60 FPS compressor Indeo
video 5, video 10, AVI format, audio sample rate 48kHz, 16bits Mono.

Apparatus
The audio files were presented through EEG-compatible air tubes
(ER3C Tubal Insert Earphones, Etymotic Research). Videos were pre-
sented on a 27-inch Iiyama G-MASTER (GB2760HSU-B1) TN display
with a 1-ms response time, a refresh rate of 144Hz, and a native resolu-
tion of 1920� 1080 pixels connected to the stimulus presentation com-
puter (Intel i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 32 GB, running 64-bit Windows
7, NVIDIA GeForce FTX 1080 GTX GPU). Stimuli were presented using
a custom MATLAB script (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release
2015b, The MathWorks) that called VideoLAN Client (VLC; VideoLAN
Client, 2017; http://www.videolan.org/) to play the videos. EEG data
were collected using BrainVision Recorder (Brain Products, GmbH,
2017) software on an Intel Xeon E5-1650 PC (3.5GHz, 32GB RAM) run-
ning Windows 7. Video onsets were synchronized to EEG data using the
Schultz Cigarette Burn Toolbox (Schultz et al., 2020).

Figure 1. Experimental procedure of the audio-visual asynchrony detection task. (A) The four experimental conditions. For each item, the audio signal was the same across all four versions.
Visual information was manipulated by the presence or absence of a mask (no-mask or head-mask). Video and sound were either temporally aligned in the synchronous conditions (NMS,
HMS), or temporally misaligned by 400 ms in the asynchronous conditions (NMA, HMA). (B) Example of one trial timeline. (C) Distribution of the electrodes covering the motor region of interest
(ROI; blue circles) and the control region of non-interest in the visual area (RONI; red circles). (D) Examples of audio-stimuli presented in the no-mask (synchronous NMS and asynchronous
NMA; upper picture) and head-mask conditions (synchronous HMS and asynchronous HMA; bottom picture).

Movie 1. Example of an audio-visual stimulus presented in the no-mask asynchronous
condition (NMA). In this videoclip, video and audio information were presented in asynchrony
(i.e., video onset led audio onset by 400 ms), and the face of the speaker was fully visible.
[View online]

Movie 2. Example of an audio-visual stimulus presented in the no-mask synchronous con-
dition (NMS). In this videoclip, video and audio information were presented in synchrony,
and the face of the speaker was fully visible. [View online]
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Procedure
Participants were seated ;60 cm apart from a monitor in a sound atte-
nuated booth while videos were displayed on a computer screen.
Participants watched 234 videos organized in nine blocks of 26 random-
ized trials (i.e., six stimuli per condition1 two fillers). The task was a
two-alternative forced choice synchrony detection task (Fig. 1B).
Participants attended both the audio and video stimuli. Each trial began
with a central white fixation cross (jittered duration 500 6 250ms) fol-
lowed by the stimulus. After the video ended, participants decided
whether the audio and the video signals were synchronous or asynchro-
nous by pressing the “1” or “2” key on the keyboard without time pres-
sure (counterbalanced across participants). Additionally, participants
were asked to count internally the number of times they observed a red
cross in a video clip and reported it at the end of the experiment. This
secondary task ensured that the participants carefully attended both vis-
ual and auditory information during the experiment. Further, we chose
a relatively easy task, ensuring that performance in the audiovisual syn-
chrony detection task was not affected. Filler trials were not included in
behavioral and EEG analyses but the total number of reported red
crosses served to check that attention was maintained throughout the
experiment. Before the experiment, participants received five practice
trials where they were presented with one example of each condition to
ensure they understood the instructions. At the end of the experiment,
participants were asked whether they could identify the speaker’s lan-
guage and to report it.

EEG recording and preprocessing
Electrophysiological data were recorded at 1000Hz with 128 active elec-
trodes (ActiCap, Brain Vision Recorder, Brain Products) according to
the 10–20 international standard, and impedances were kept below 10
kV. The ground electrode was located at AFz, and the reference elec-
trode was placed at the right mastoid (TP10).

Offline EEG preprocessing: EEG data were preprocessed offline
using Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) and SPM8 toolboxes (Wellcome
Trust Center for Neuroimaging). Continuous EEG signals were band-
pass filtered (standard noncausal two-pass Butterworth filters) between
0.1 and 100Hz and bandstop filtered (48–52 and 98–102Hz) to remove
line noise at 50 and 100Hz. Data were epoched from 1000ms before
stimulus onset to 11,000ms after stimulus onset. Trials and channels
with artefacts were excluded by visual inspection before applying an in-
dependent component analysis (ICA) to remove components related to
ocular artefacts. Excluded channels were then interpolated using the
method of triangulation of nearest. After re-referencing the data to an
average reference, the remaining trials with artefacts were manually
rejected by a final visual inspection (on average, 13.576 8.32 trials across
conditions per participant).

EEG data analyses at the scalp level
Time-frequency analysis was applied to each electrode using a Morlet
wavelet (width: five cycles, from 1 to 40Hz with 1-Hz step and 20-ms
time steps) and frequency analyses were performed for each trial before
averaging across trials in the four conditions. The power was normalized
relative to a prestimulus baseline (�700 to�200ms with respect to stim-
ulus onset) to determine increases or decreases of power dependent on
the conditions. The peak frequency analysis applied to the video and
audio signals of the audiovisual clips revealed that prosodic features con-
veyed activity mainly between 2 and 3Hz (see Table 1), which deter-
mined our frequency band of interest. In the present study, oscillatory d
activity was assessed by means of power information, that is by taking
the average power across the 2- to 3-Hz frequencies (power and peak fre-
quency values) and investigating its modulations as a function of the
audiovisual speech analysis. Further, as the spontaneous speech signal is
not isochronous, phase information likely would be too noisy to extract
meaningful information. This is the reason why we did not investigate
phase modulations here. As entrainment necessitates several cycles from
recurrent stimulations to build up (Thut et al., 2011; Doelling et al.,
2014; Zoefel et al., 2018) and the slower frequency in our band of interest
was 2Hz (corresponding to a period of 500ms), we defined a time win-
dow of interest from13 to19 s after stimulus onset. This time window
ensured that neural activity sufficiently entrained to the temporal struc-
ture of the stimuli, and that the responses evoked by the stimulus onset-
offsets did not influence the results. In the identified regions of interest
(ROIs) and regions of noninterest (RONIs; see Results), normalized
mean power across pool electrodes in the 2- to 3-Hz frequency band was
computed for the four conditions and exported for further statistical
analyses.

EEG data analyses at the source level
Source localization
We used the Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) MRI template and a
template volume conduction model from Fieldtrip. The 128 electrode
positions on the volunteer’s head were defined by using a Polhemus
FASTRAK device (Colchester), recorded with the Brainstorm toolbox
implemented in MATLAB (Tadel et al., 2011), and realigned to the tem-
plate head model using Fieldtrip. The template volume conduction
model and the electrode template were used to prepare the source mod-
els. Leadfields were computed based on scalp potentials and source activ-
ity was reconstructed applying a linearly constrained minimum variance
(LCMV) beamforming approach implemented in Fieldtrip (van Veen et
al., 1997; Wang et al., 2018). Source analyses were run on potential data
(i.e., average referenced) and time-series data were reconstructed in 2020
virtual electrodes for each participant. Time-frequency analysis was
computed at each of 2020 virtual sources with the exact same approach
to scalp level analyses. The maximum voxel activation regions were
defined by using the automated anatomic labeling atlas (AAL).

Phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) between d and b oscillations
We applied a modulation index (MI; Tort et al., 2010) analysis in the
time-window of interest to quantify d -b PAC in the significant cluster
revealed by source localization in the contrast NMA- NMS (i.e., differ-
ence of d power in the NMA condition minus NMS condition). First,

Movie 3. Example of an audio-visual stimulus presented in the head-mask asynchronous
condition (HMA). In this videoclip, video and audio information were presented in asynchrony
(i.e., video onset led audio onset by 400 ms), and the face of the speaker was blurred. [View
online]

Movie 4. Example of an audio-visual stimulus presented in the no-mask synchronous con-
dition (HMS). In this videoclip, video and audio information were presented in synchrony,
and the face of the speaker was blurred. [View online]
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the power spectrum (1–30Hz) was estimated across all grids of the sig-
nificant cluster and trials by applying a 1/f correction time-frequency
decomposition method with wavelet for each participant (Griffiths et al.,
2019). Fractal activity was attenuated by subtracting the linear fit of 1/f
characteristic from the data to isolate oscillatory components before
extracting the power peaks. For each epoch, the spectral power was first
calculated by applying a constant time-frequency decomposition method
with five-cycle wavelet across all frequencies (from 1 to 30Hz). This
ensured that a single slope was computed and subsequently subtracted
from the signal. This step generated two vectors: one vector contained
the values of each wavelet frequency A, while the other vector contained
the power spectrum for each electrode-sample pair B. Both vectors were
then put into log-space to provide a linear line to get the slope and inter-
cept of the 1/f curve. The linear equation Ax = B was resolved using
least-squares regression, where x is an unknown constant describing the
curvature of the 1/f characteristic. The 1/f fit Ax was then subtracted
from the log-transformed power spectrum B. Peaks of 1/f–corrected
absolute power were then identified in the d (1–3Hz) and b (20–30Hz)
bands of interest for each trial. The most prominent power spectrum
peaks in the d and b bands were then extracted and saved as the indi-
vidual d and b peaks. Across participants, the mean d peak was at
2.1Hz and the mean b peak was at 24.16Hz. To obtain an equal num-
ber of correct and incorrect trials across conditions, the same number of tri-
als between all conditions was determined by taking 80% of the smallest
number of available trials across all the conditions (NMScorrect, NMSincorrect,
NMAcorrect, NMAincorrect, HMScorrect, HMSincorrect, HMAcorrect, and
HMAincorrect; average minimum number of trials: 6.616 3.37). The 80%
subsampling was done to ensure that some participants were not overrepre-
sented in the resampling procedure because of using 100% of their available
data, as well as to vary the set of trials in the condition determining the min-
imum number of trials across iterations (Keitel et al., 2018). Subsampled tri-
als were concatenated, and the operation was repeated for 50 iterations in
each condition to provide enough random trials to compute the PAC (i.e.,
50 trials per condition per participant). The grids of interest were identified
during source localization (see Results) and correspond to the grids at which
the difference of 2- to 3-Hz d power between the condition NMA minus
NMS was significant (i.e., contrast NMA-NMS; number of significant
grids=92). Second, the time-series of each grid source of the left motor
cluster were duplicated and filtered separately: the first time-series was fil-
tered around the u peak (60.5Hz) and the second time-series was filtered
around the b peak (65Hz). Third, the Hilbert transform was applied to
the d and b filtered time-series to extract the phase of the former and the
power of the latter. Fourth, b power was binned into 12 equidistant bins of
30° according to the d phase. The binning was computed for each trial and
grid source separately. The MI was computed by comparing the observed
distribution to a uniform distribution for each trial and grid. The PAC was
then averaged across the left motor grids and 50 iterations in each condi-
tion. Finally, we investigated whether the d -b coupling was specifically
localized in the ROI, identified by the source localization analysis (i.e., left
motor area), or extend to further regions in the brain. We compared the
d -b PAC between masks in a whole-brain PAC analysis (no-mask and
head-mask, correct trials only as the ROI analysis did not establish a rela-
tionship between PAC and behavioral performance). The difference of trial
numbers between conditions was balanced by taking 80% of the smallest
sample of available correct trials between all the four conditions (NMScorrect,
NMAcorrect, HMScorrect, and HMAcorrect; average minimum number of trials:
18.786 5.77). Subsampled trials were concatenated, and the operation was
repeated for 40 iterations (to circumvent computational resource limits
reached by concatenated epoch lengths). The d -b PAC was then averaged
across all iterations at each grid (n=2020) and conditions across
participants.

Experimental design and statistical analysis
Audiovisual asynchrony detection task
The experiment used a full within-subject design. The effect of asyn-
chrony and its interaction with the head-mask in audiovisual speech per-
ception was assessed by means of the d’ sensitivity index (Macmillan and
Kaplan, 1985). To calculate the d’ index, the hit trials (i.e., “yes”
responses in synchronous conditions NMS and HMS) and false alarm

trials (FA, i.e., “yes” responses in the asynchronous conditions NMA
and HMA) were computed for each participant. The d’ scores for asyn-
chrony detection in the no-mask and head-mask conditions were calcu-
lated for each participant as follows: d’ = Z (Hitrate) – Z (FArate). The d’
index allows considering response bias by comparing hits and false
alarms to assess whether participants actually discriminated synchrony
and asynchrony. Additionally, the decision criterion c was computed as
follows: c=0.5 � (Hitrate – FArate)/2 to determine the decision shift
between no-mask and head-mask conditions. Further, the mean correct
response rates were computed for each participant (hit and correct rejec-
tion trials, respectively, from the synchronous and asynchronous condi-
tions). Finally, the mean reaction times of the correct trials were
computed for each participant (hit and correct rejection trials; com-
prised between mean reaction times 62 SD range). The effects of mask-
ing the speaker’s face and audiovisual asynchrony on correct response
rates and reaction times were assessed using two-way repeated-measure
ANOVAs with the factors mask (no-mask, head-mask), asynchrony
(synchronous, asynchronous), and the interaction between mask and
asynchrony, using SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2015, IBM SPSS Statistics
for Windows, version 23.0; IBM Corp.). In the case of significant interac-
tions, post hoc t tests were Bonferroni-corrected. To test whether partici-
pants’ sensitivity to asynchrony was dependent on information conveyed by
head and facial movements, the d’ and c criterion in the no-mask and head-
mask conditions were individually tested against zero by means of one-sam-
ple t tests. Further, the difference of d’ between the no-mask and head-mask
conditions was assessed applying a paired-samples t test and the effect size
was defined using Cohen’s d.

EEG data at the scalp level
EEG data of correct trials at the scalp level were statistically analyzed
(NMAcorrect, NMScorrect, HMAcorrect, and HMScorrect). We first tested whether
d power responses weremodulated and dependent on the participants’ sensi-
tivity to audiovisual asynchrony in multisensory speech perception. The dif-
ferences of mean power between the two contrasts NMA-NMS and HMA-
HMS (NMA-NMS: difference of power NMAminus NMS; HMA-HMS: dif-
ference of power HMA minus HMS) at the electrode level were statistically
assessed by applying dependent t tests using Monte Carlo cluster-based per-
mutation tests (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) with an a cluster-forming
threshold set at 0.05, three minimum neighbor channels, 5000 iterations, and
cluster selection based onmaximum size. Cluster-based permutation statistics
were applied for the time window of interest in the d 2- to 3-Hz band across
all the electrodes. Further, to test whether changes in fronto-central d oscilla-
tions reflect the temporal analysis of multisensory speech rather than purely
sensory-driven response activity, we performed the same tests on the u band
(4–8Hz), which tracks the syllabic structure of speech (Giraud and Poeppel,
2012). We expected to find modulations of d but not u oscillations for
audiovisual asynchrony in the ROI if motor d responses reflect temporal
analysis. In the identified ROIs and RONIs (see Results), normalized mean
power across pooled electrodes in the 2- to 3-Hz d and 4- to 8-Hz u fre-
quency bands was computed for the four conditions and exported. This step
allowed confirming that d oscillations responded to audiovisual speech per-
ception independently from the conditions, with an increase of power as
compared with the preonset baseline (i.e., positive values meaning an increase
of power, while negative values meaning a decrease of power in audiovisual
speech perception). Statistical differences of power in relevant contrasts were
assessed bymeans of two-way repeated-measure ANOVAs.

EEG data source localization
We tested whether d power responses at the source level depend on the
participants’ sensitivity to audiovisual asynchrony in multisensory
speech perception. Differences in d power for the two contrasts NMA-
NMS (difference of power NMA minus NMS) and HMA-HMS (differ-
ence of power HMA minus HMS) were assessed by applying dependent
t tests using Monte Carlo cluster-based permutation tests at source level
as performed for the scalp level analysis. For visualization of the source
localization results, the power differences in the two contrasts were
grand averaged across participants, and the grand average power differ-
ences were interpolated to the MNI MRI template for visualization. Only
voxels surpassing the statistical significance threshold are depicted in
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both contrasts (significant t values at a=0.05, multiple comparison clus-
ter-corrected).

d -b PAC
Cross-frequency analyses were performed to investigate whether left
motor d -b PAC is associated with the successful detection of audiovi-
sual speech asynchrony, dependent on whether listeners were able to
match visual and auditory prosodies (no-mask conditions) or not (head-
mask conditions). First, statistical differences of mean PAC across condi-
tions in the ROI were assessed applying a three-way repeated-measure
ANOVA with the factors mask (no-mask and head-mask), asynchrony
(synchronous and asynchronous), and correctness (correct and incorrect
trials). Second, statistical differences of whole-brain d -b PAC were
assessed by applying dependent t tests using Monte Carlo cluster-based
permutation tests as described above (whereas t tests were one-tailed
here as we had a strong hypothesis about d -b PAC modulation direc-
tionality based on results at ROI level).

Correlations between performance in synchrony detection and d oscilla-
tions in the identified left motor cluster
We examined the relationship between neural activity and sensitivity to
audiovisual asynchrony in multisensory stimuli. By means of Pearson
correlations, we tested whether the difference of d power in the left
motor cortex (Dpower = d powerasynchronous – d powersynchronous) pre-
dicted differences in correct responses (DCR = CRasynchronous –
CRsynchronous) in the no-mask and head-mask conditions. The purpose
of this analysis was to link the increase of left motor d power in response
to audiovisual asynchrony and the participants’ sensitivity to the tempo-
ral analysis of multisensory speech. A positive correlation between the
two variables would establish that an increase of d power predicts
improved asynchrony detection when audiovisual stimuli are asynchro-
nous. Increased sensitivity to asynchrony corresponding with increased
d power would support our hypothesis on the role of left motor cortex
in the temporal analysis of audiovisual speech. For each participant, we
computed the 2- to 3-Hz power at the grids sources from the significant
cluster established in the NMA-NMS contrast source analysis (i.e., sig-
nificant grids situated in the left central and frontal gyrus areas of inter-
est). Power was averaged across grids in the four conditions separately
(NMScorrect, NMAcorrect, HMScorrect, and HMAcorrect), and we calculated
the mean difference (DPower) separately in the no-mask (NMA-NMS)
and head-mask (HMA-HMS) contrasts to obtain two d power values per
participant. Similarly, the difference of correct response rates (DCR) was cal-
culated in the no-mask and head-mask contrasts, resulting in two behavior
values per participant. The statistical relationship between behavior (DCR)
and d power (DPower) was assessed applying Pearson correlation tests.

Difference of d power between correct and incorrect trials across
conditions
We tested whether correctness (correct vs incorrect trials) predicted d
power differences in the left motor cortex across conditions (NMA,
NMS, HMA and HMS). To circumvent the unbalanced number of trials
between correct and incorrect trials within conditions (which was
expected according to our experimental procedure targeting ;75–85%
of accuracy), we performed permutations tests on the difference of d
power trialscorrect – trialsincorrect between the original data and 5000 per-
muted data as follows. First, d power (2–3 Hz) in the time-window of in-
terest was computed at source level for all trials and conditions
(NMScorrect, NMSincorrect, NMAcorrect, NMAincorrect, HMScorrect,
HMSincorrect HMAcorrect, and HMAincorrect). Second, correct and incor-
rect labels were randomly shuffled across trials in each condition. Third,
for each iteration two equal samples of shuffled correct and incorrect tri-
als were generated by taking the smallest number of available trials in
each condition (i.e., between the original number of correct and incor-
rect trials). Fourth, the mean d power from the left motor cluster identi-
fied in the source localization step was computed separately for the
shuffled correct and incorrect trials in each condition. Then, the mean
difference of d power trialscorrect – trialsincorrect was computed for each
iteration in the NMA, NMS, HMA, and HMS conditions. Fifth, in each
condition a one-sample t test against zero (two-tailed) was performed on

the difference of d power trialscorrect – trialsincorrect from the original
data to determine the original effect size (t valueoriginal), as well as from
every permutated dataset (i.e., 5000 t valuespermut). Finally, the 5000 t val-
ues from the t tests were ranked and the p-value in each condition was
calculated as p = [(number of absolute t valuespermut 11) . (absolute t
valueoriginal11)]/(number of permutations11).

Distance between d peak frequencies in the stimulus and d peak frequen-
cies induced in the left motor cortex
We wanted to confirm that modulation of d oscillations in left motor
cortex does not reflect mere stimulation frequencies, i.e., purely sensory
entrainment, but reflects process-driven temporal analysis of visual and
auditory prosodies: the rationale was that in the former case, one would
assume that tracking the dominant stimulus oscillation would entrain
neural d responses in the exact same frequency. In the latter case, an
increase in neural d activity would reflect the temporal analysis of sen-
sory-specific oscillations independent of their respective frequencies. If
true, there should be no direct mapping of the frequency of the d power
maxima in left motor cortex, and the frequency of dominant d activity
conveyed by the multisensory stimuli (see Table 1). To test this assump-
tion, we probed the absolute distance (i.e., absolute difference) between
the distribution of peak frequencies of the d power induced in stimulus
perception and the d peak signal frequencies in the corresponding video
clips (full, head only, body only, and audio only signals; see Table 1).
First, we determined the individual d peak (1–3Hz) of each participant
in every trial (correct trials only: NMScorrect, NMAcorrect, HMScorrect, and
HMAcorrect) as described previously (see methodology in the previous
PAC section). Second, for each trial we calculated the absolute distance
between the d peak frequency of the neural power and every signal of
the stimulus presented in the corresponding trial. This step resulted in
four absolute distance scores per trial per participant. We averaged the
absolute distance scores across participants for each stimulus. Finally,
absolute difference scores were sorted by conditions (NMS, NMA, HMS,
and HMA), and stimulus signals (Full, Head only, Body only and Audio
only). To assess statistically the distance between the peak frequencies of d
power and stimuli, we tested the mean of each score distribution against
zero with a one-sample t test (one-tailed). P-values were corrected for multi-
ple comparisons by applying a Bonferroni correction (a = 0.05/total num-
ber of comparisons). A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA assessed the
statistical difference between the multiple cases of absolute difference (16 in
total = two masks � two synchronies � four signals). Similarly, we tested
the consistency of the d power frequency maxima in left motor cortex
across all trials. This should confirm that any observed variations in d activ-
ity reflect a difference in amplitude modulation on the power of the same d
activity rather than different oscillations across conditions. We computed
the d peak frequency of the neural power of every participant for each stim-
ulus in all four conditions (NMScorrect, NMAcorrect, HMScorrect, and
HMAcorrect). To statistically assess the consistency of activity across all trials
and independent of all conditions, we averaged the EEG d peak frequency
across participants for each stimulus in all four conditions separately (i.e., 54
scores per condition). We then applied a two-way repeated-measure
ANOVA with the factors mask (no-mask and head-mask) and synchrony
(synchronous and asynchronous).

Results
Participants reported 18.266 SD=1.51 red crosses (out of 18) at
the end of the experiment. Additionally, they correctly identified
the speaker’s native language (they all responded “German”),
although they could not report any semantic content. These
results confirmed that participants correctly paid attention to
both the audio and video signals.

Listeners successfully temporally analyzed visual and
auditory prosodic features to denote audiovisual asynchrony
in multisensory speech perception
D’ scores are reported in Figure 2A, left panel. To test
whether participants perceived audiovisual asynchrony in
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both the no-mask and head-mask conditions, we preformed
two independent one-sample t tests. Results showed that the
mean d’ was significantly greater than zero in the no-mask
and head-mask conditions, confirming that participants
were sensitive to audiovisual asynchrony in both cases (no-
mask: t(1,22) = 10.25; p, 0.001; Cohen’s d = 3.04; head-mask:
t(1,22) = 8.07; p, 0.001; Cohen’s d = 2.38). A paired-samples t
test comparing the d’ between the no-mask and the head-
mask conditions tested the hypothesis that participants
detected asynchrony better in the no-mask conditions.
Results confirmed that it was indeed the case (t(1,22) = 6.96; p
� 0.001, two-tailed; Cohen’s d = 1.46). To assess whether
participants tended to respond “synchrony” more often (i.e.,
a liberal response bias) independently from their actual sen-
sitivity to audiovisual synchrony, and whether this response
bias differed when a head-mask was present, we performed
two independent one-sample t tests on the mean criterion c
in the no-mask and head-mask conditions. Results revealed
that the mean c criterion was significantly more negative in
the head-mask conditions (�0.536 0.28; t(1,22) = �9.01;
p, 0.001; Cohen’s d = 2.68) but not different from zero in
the no-mask conditions (0.116 0.40; t(1,22) = 1.32; p = 0.1;
Cohen’s d = 0.39). This confirmed that when the speaker’s
face was head-masked, participants were significantly more
biased toward responding “synchrony” than in the no-mask
conditions (i.e., a liberal response bias).

The mean correct response rates across conditions are depicted
in Figure 2A, right panel. NMS: 0.786 0.09; NMA: 0.806 0.13;
HMS: 0.826 0.11; HMA: 0.486 0.14. To test whether the presence
of the head-mask affected participants’ perception of audiovi-
sual asynchrony, we performed a two-way repeated-measure
ANOVA with the main factors mask and asynchrony on accu-
racy. Results confirmed a significant interaction between the
mask and asynchrony (F(1,22) = 82.04; p, 0.001; hp

2 = 0.789).
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons showed that per-
formance decreased significantly only in the asynchronous
condition of the head-mask conditions (HMA) but not in the
three other conditions (NMS, NMA, and HMS; no significant
difference between them). These results show that the syn-
chrony between visual and auditory stimulus information pre-
dicted participants’ performance differently, dependent on the

presence or absence of the head-mask. The test also revealed a
significant main effect of mask (F(1,22) = 115.22, p, 0.001; hp

2

= 0.84) and asynchrony (F(1,22) = 34.52, p, 0.001; hp
2 = 0.61)

for correct response rates.
Reaction times across conditions are reported in Figure 2B.

Similarly, a two-way repeated-measure ANOVA with the main
factors mask and asynchrony was performed on the reaction
times. Results revealed a significant main effect of mask on reac-
tion times (F(1,22) = 16.50, p, 0.01; hp

2 = 0.43). No significant
effect of asynchrony (F(1,22) = 0.67, p=0.42; hp

2 = 0.03) or an
interaction between mask and asynchrony was found
(F(1,22) = 2.32, p=0.14; hp

2 = 0.1). These results show that accu-
rate responses were faster when the face of the speaker was not
masked compared with head masked.

Together, the behavioral results support our hypothesis that
participants can successfully temporally analyze slow auditory
and visual prosodic features in an audiovisual asynchrony detec-
tion task. This sensitivity to audiovisual (a)synchrony was altered
by the amount of available visual information: on the one hand,
the temporal analysis of visual and auditory prosodic informa-
tion did not change the participants’ sensitivity to audiovisual
asynchrony in the no-mask conditions. Therefore, the no-mask
conditions represent a case of successful temporal analysis in
audiovisual speech perception. On the other hand, participants
were both slower and less accurate in detecting audiovisual asyn-
chrony in the head-mask conditions, which represents the case
of less successful temporal analysis of audiovisual speech percep-
tion. Response accuracy in HMS did not differ from the no-mask
conditions (although participants were slower in responding cor-
rectly), whereas it decreased to chance-level in the asynchronous
head-mask condition (HMA). Consequently, the visual mask
affected participants’ sensitivity to audiovisual asynchrony in both
HMS and HMA conditions to a different degree, likely because of
the delay between visual and auditory stimulus onsets.

dOscillations in the left motor cortex denote asynchrony
between the visual and auditory prosodies in multisensory
speech perception
We then addressed whether d oscillations in the left motor cor-
tex relate to the temporal analysis of multisensory information,

Figure 2. Behavioral performances in the asynchrony detection task. A, Average d’ scores and correct response rates (6standard error of the mean (SEM); gray dots represent individual
averages; n= 23). B, Reaction times of correct responses across conditions (6SEM; gray dots represent individual averages). Significant contrasts are marked by asterisks (p, 0.05).
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and whether responses depend on the
amount of visual information avail-
able. First, a cluster-based permuta-
tion tests revealed a significant
increase in d power (2–3Hz) in
response to the audiovisual asyn-
chrony when the speaker’s face was
visible (no-mask: NMA-NMS) but
not when it was masked (head-mask:
HMA-HMS; NMA-NMS: p, 0.001,
cluster statistic = 117.23; HMA-HMS:
No positive cluster; multiple compari-
sons are cluster-corrected). No signifi-
cant negative clusters were found in
both contrasts. Importantly, the to-
pography of the significant d cluster
in the no-mask contrast showed a
main fronto-central response when
video and audio signals were asyn-
chronous, in line with the expected
source localization of d in the motor
region (Fig. 3B; Puzzo et al., 2010;
Stegemöller et al., 2017). To assess the
potential interaction of visual infor-
mation and audiovisual asynchrony
detection in this motor ROI, we
defined a set of electrodes as the ROI
representative of the d response to-
pography: F1, Fz, F2, FFC3h, FFC1h,
FFC2h, FFC4h, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2,
FC4, FCC3h, FCC1h, FCC2h, fCC4h,
C1, Cz, and C2 (Fig. 1C). The mean d
power across the electrodes of the
ROI was computed separately in the
four conditions and confirmed an
increase of induced d activity com-
pared with the prestimulus baseline
(NMS: 0.646 0.17; NMA: 0.746 0.15;
HMS: 0.706 0.16 and HMA:
0.686 0.20; see Fig. 3A,C). A two-way
repeated-measure ANOVA revealed a
significant interaction between the fac-
tors mask and asynchrony for d power
(F(1,22) = 5.78, p=0.03; hp

2 = 0.21).
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise compar-
isons showed that in the no-mask con-
trast, d power was significantly greater
in the asynchronous (NMA) than syn-
chronous (NMS) condition (p=0.02),
whereas asynchrony did not affect d
power responses in the head mask con-
trast (p. 0.5). No further pairwise
comparison was significant in the post
hoc tests. The significant interaction
established that the detection of tempo-
ral (a)synchrony of visual and auditory
information modulated increases in d
power differently and dependent on
the availability of visual information
(i.e., no-mask vs head-mask).

Second, to separate the influence
of audiovisual speech (a)synchrony
perception from sensory processing,

Figure 4. Comparisons between the motor ROI and the visual RONI. A, TFRs of the difference of spectrum in the no-mask con-
trast (NMA-NMS) in the ROI and RONI. B, The mean differences of 2- to 3-Hz d power (NMA-NMS and HMA-HMS) were computed
in the ROI and RONI. Significant contrasts are marked by asterisks (p, 0.05).

Figure 3. d Responses to audiovisual asynchrony at the scalp level. A, Time-frequency spectra of the mean power differences in
the motor ROI between asynchronous and synchronous conditions in the no-mask (NMA-NMS; left) and head-mask (HMA-HMS;
right) contrasts. The white dashed lines correspond to the onset of the video and the window of interest is marked by the pink
dashed rectangles. B, Topographical distribution of the difference of 2- to 3-Hz d power in the time-window of interest, in the no-
mask (NMA-NMS; top) and head-mask (HMA-HMS; bottom) contrasts. The pink dots display electrodes with significant t values (a
threshold = 0.05). C, d Power across the electrodes of interest in the four conditions (2- to 3-Hz band). Significant contrasts are
marked by asterisks (p, 0.05).
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d responses were also examined in a control visual RONI (Fig.
1C). The RONI was located in the occipital cortex where we did
not expect higher audiovisual speech analysis to take place as vis-
ual information was identical between synchronous and asyn-
chronous conditions within mask contrasts (RONI electrodes:
PPO1h, PPO2h, PO3, POz, PO4, POO1, POO2, POO9h, O1, Oz,
O2, POO10h, Ol1h, Ol2h, O9, and O10). We compared the effect
of audiovisual asynchrony between the identified motor region
(ROI) and the visual sensory area (RONI) to confirm that d
response modulations did not reflect signal processing only (Fig.
4A). The mean differences of 2- to 3-Hz d power (NMA-NMS
and HMA-HMS) were computed in the ROI and RONI at the
same time-window (Fig. 4B; ROI: NMA-NMS=0.16 0.09;
HMA-HMS = �0.036 0.19; RONI: NMA-NMS = 0.05 6
0.10; HMA-HMS= 0.016 0.24). A two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA with the mean factors region (ROI or RONI) and mask
(no-mask or head-mask) was performed to assess whether the
responses of d oscillations to asynchrony reflected multisensory

speech analysis or purely signal processing taking place in sen-
sory areas (i.e., visual occipital areas). Results revealed a sig-
nificant interaction between region and mask (F(1,22) = 5.75,
p = 0.025; hp

2 = 0.21). First, Bonferroni-corrected pairwise
comparisons showed that in the no-mask contrast the d
power difference NMA-NMS (but not HMA-HMS) was sig-
nificantly greater in the ROI than in the RONI (respectively,
p= 0.025 and p= 0.572). Only in the ROI, the difference of
power NMA-NMS was significantly greater than HMA-HMS
(respectively, p= 0.019 and p= 0.113). No main effect of mask
(F(1,22) =0.25, p=0.622; hp

2 = 0.21) or region (F(1,22) =2.18,
p=0.154; hp

2 = 0.09) was found.
Third, the mean power in the 4- to 8-Hz band was computed

in the four conditions separately from the ROI electrodes and
confirmed an increase of u activity compared with the prestimu-
lus onset baseline (NMS: 0.866 0.25; NMA: 0.856 0.18; HMS:
0.836 0.16 and HMA: 0.816 0.24). A two-way repeated-

Figure 5. d Oscillation responses to audiovisual asynchrony at the source level for no-mask and head-mask contrasts. A, Contrast NMA–NMS projected onto the brain’s surface (significance
t values; cluster-corrected at a threshold = 0.05). The maximum voxel MNI coordinates is located left precentrally [�50 19 40], but significant activation was also found in the left inferior
frontal gyrus (pars triangularis; maximum voxel MNI coordinates [�30 31 0]). No significant difference was found when the head of the speaker was masked (HMA–HMS contrast; not repre-
sented). B, Scatterplots of audiovisual asynchrony detection performance and d power in the significant cluster region (left motor cortex). The difference of d power in the left motor cluster
(DPower; x-axis; z scores) correlated with the difference of audiovisual asynchrony detection (DCR; y-axis; z scores) between asynchronous and synchronous conditions only when the face of the
speaker was visible, and participants could integrate video and audio onsets (no-mask conditions). C, Average d power differences between correct and incorrect trials from the significant left
motor cluster in the four conditions NMS, NMA, HMS, and HMA (6SEM; gray dots represent individual averages; n= 23; outliers not represented). Significant differences from zero are marked
by asterisks (p, 0.05). D, left panel, Peak frequency correspondence between d activity carried in the video clips and d power responses induced in the left motor cluster. The bars represent
the mean absolute distance between the d peak frequencies in the stimulus and the peak frequencies of neural d power induced during the corresponding trial (6SEM). Peak frequency
matching was assessed for the synchronous and asynchronous conditions in the two mask conditions (no-mask and head-mask), and the different signal types of each stimulus: full, head only,
body only, and audio only (see Table 1). The mean of the absolute difference scores were significantly greater than zero in all conditions and for all the stimulus signals. D, right panel,
Consistency of d peaks across the ordered stimuli in all four conditions. The upper panel displays the mean d peak frequencies in the left motor cortex across all participants (6SEM) for each
stimulus in the no-mask conditions (black squares: NMS; orange squares: NMA). The lower panel displays the mean EEG d peak frequencies across all participants (6SEM) for each stimulus in
the head-mask conditions (black squares: HMS; orange squares: HMA). The variations in d responses observed across all conditions reflect a difference of power amplitude modulation on the
same oscillatory activity.
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measure ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of mask
(F(1,22) = 2.77, p=0.11; hp

2 = 0.11), asynchrony (F(1,22) = 0.27,
p=0.606; hp

2 = 0.01), or interaction between the factors mask
and asynchrony (F(1,22) = 0.05, p=0.825; hp

2 , 0.01) on u power
in the ROI. Further, the cluster-based permutation tests revealed
no significant modulation of u power by audiovisual asynchrony
in any of the mask contrasts (NMA-NMS: no significant cluster;
HMA-HMS: no significant cluster; multiple comparisons are
cluster-corrected). These results confirmed that audiovisual
asynchrony detection modulated d power over the expected
fronto-central region. Further, the d power response was attenu-
ated when listeners were less able to integrate visual and auditory
prosodies (i.e., in the head-mask as compared with the no-mask
conditions). This result suggests that increased d activity in left
motor cortex plays a role in audiovisual asynchrony detection as
it only increased in asynchronous but not synchronous multisen-
sory speech perception. Therefore, d activity might be associated
with the brain’s effort to resolve mismatches between visual and
auditory prosodies in the temporal analysis of multisensory
speech.

Next, we analyzed the source localization of the d power
modulations observed when video and audio signals were pre-
sented in asynchrony in both no-mask and head-mask contrasts.
Cluster-based permutation t tests between synchronous and
asynchronous conditions at the source level revealed that asyn-
chrony significantly increased d oscillation responses when the
head of the speaker was visible (NMA-NMS: p=0.042; cluster
statistic = 233.02) but not when it was head-masked (HMA-
HMS: p=0.27; cluster statistic = 38.27). The projections of the
significant t values on the brain’s surface showed an increase of
d power originating mainly in the left precentral region and the
left inferior frontal gyrus (Fig. 5A). The source results support
the topographies of the d power modulations observed at the
scalp level, which revealed fronto-central differences in the no-
mask contrast only (Fig. 3B). Similar to the scalp level analysis,
we computed the mean 2- to 3-Hz power across the significant

grids in all four conditions in the time-window of interest. Power
was normalized relative to the prestimulus baseline to determine
an increase of d power during stimulus presentation in all
four conditions. Four one-sample t tests against zero confirmed
a significant increase of d power in response to audiovisual
speech perception in all four conditions (respectively, NMS:
0.696 0.15; t(1,22) = 22.25; p, 0.001; Cohen’s d=4.64; NMA:
0.766 0.17; t(1,22) =21.81; p, 0.001; Cohen’s d=4.55; HMS:
0.706 0.17; t(1,22) =19.84; p, 0.001; Cohen’s d=4.14 and HMA:
0.696 0.20; t(1,22) =16.74; p, 0.001; Cohen’s d=3.49). We then
performed a two-way repeated-measure ANOVA with the main
factors mask and asynchrony on mean power as in the scalp level
analysis, but the test did not reveal any significant effects (mask:
F(1,22) =1.42, p=0.25; hp

2 = 0.061; asynchrony: F(1,22) =1.75,
p=0.20; hp

2 = 0.074; mask � asynchrony: F(1,22) =1.94, p=0.18;
hp

2 = 0.081). Further, we tested whether the modulation of d
responses in the left motor areas by audiovisual asynchrony
predicted detection performance in the no-mask and head-mask
conditions (Fig. 5B). Pearson correlations revealed a positive corre-
lation between the correct response rate differences (DCR) and d
power differences (DPower) in the no-mask contrast (NMA-NMS:
r=0.36; p=0.046, one-tailed) but not in the head-mask contrast
HMA minus HMS (HMA-HMS: r=0.04; p=0.43, one-tailed).
These results confirmed that when participants perceived
asynchrony between video and audio signals (no-mask condi-
tions), the difference in d power between asynchronous and
synchronous conditions predicted detection accuracy. This
was not the case when participants were less able to detect
temporal alignment between visual and auditory information
(head-mask conditions).

We tested whether correctness predicted d power response
modulations in the significant cluster identified in the left motor
cluster (Fig. 5C). Permutation tests revealed that d power from
the left motor cortex was significantly greater in the correct trials
as compared with incorrect trials in the asynchronous conditions
no-mask (NMA: Cohen’s d=0.552; p= 0.002) and head-mask
(HMA: Cohen’s d= 0.401; p=0.011). In contrast, no significant

Figure 6. PAC between d and b oscillations. A, PAC analysis in the left motor cluster. The figure represents the modulation of d -b PAC in a significant cluster, dependent on the mask
and audiovisual asynchrony. Significance is indicated by an asterisk (p, 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected). d -b PAC from the left motor cortex was greater in the no-mask than the head-mask con-
ditions but did not discriminate between correct and incorrect trials. Significant contrasts are marked by asterisks (p, 0.05). B, d -b PAC difference between no-mask (NMA1 NMS) and
head-mask (HMA1 HMS) case in the whole brain. Results revealed significant maximum differences located in the superior motor area (MNI coordinates [0 11 50]) and in the left middle tem-
poral lobe (MNI coordinates [�50�1�20]).
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difference of d power between correct and incorrect trials were
found in the synchronous conditions (NMS: Cohen’s d=0.28;
p=0.429; HMS: Cohen’s d= 0.232; p= 0.332). These results
showed that increases of d power in the left motor cortex pre-
dicted sensitivity to audiovisual alignment in the asynchronous
conditions but not in the synchronous conditions. Further, we
aimed to control that d responses induced in the left motor
cortex during audiovisual speech perception did not reflect
purely stimulus driven entrainment to the d activity carried
in the visual or auditory signals of the video clips (Fig. 5D,
left panel). The mean peak of d power in the left motor cor-
tex in the four conditions was, respectively, for NMS:
2.066 0.13 Hz; NMA: 2.076 0.18 Hz; HMS: 2.036 0.17 Hz
and HMA: 2.066 0.21 Hz. To statistically assess the distance
between the peak frequencies of left motor d power and
stimulus d activity, we tested the mean of each score distri-
bution against zero with a one-sample t test (one-tailed).
Results revealed that the mean absolute distance was signifi-
cantly greater than zero in all conditions (p , pcorrected).
Further, a one-way repeated-measure ANOVA tested the dif-
ference of absolute distance between all conditions. Results
revealed a significant effect of condition (F(15,848) = 2.995;
p, 0.001; hp

2 = 0.05). However, Bonferroni-corrected pair-
wise comparisons revealed only a single marginal tendency
for a difference between the Fullno-mask synchronous and
Headhead-mask synchrony absolute distances (p = 0.09; Fig. 5D,
1st and 11th bars). These results confirm that the d
responses induced in the left motor cortex significantly devi-
ated from stimulus-related d frequency, thus did not just reflect
entrainment. Finally, concerning the consistency of neural d
power across trials in all conditions, results revealed no significant
main effect of mask or an interaction between mask and asyn-
chrony for motor d peak frequency (mask: F(1,53) = 1.84; p=0.181;
hp

2 = 0.034; asynchrony: F(1,53) = 1.11; p=0.741; hp
2 = 0.002;

interaction between mask � asynchrony: F(1,53) = 1.33; p=0.717;
hp

2 = 0.003; see Fig. 5D, right panel). These results confirm that
any observed variation in motor d activity between the experi-
mental conditions cannot be explained as mere stimulus
frequency.

d-b PAC reflects sensitivity to audiovisual temporal
asynchrony in speech perception but is not limited to the left
motor cortex
Finally, we assessed whether d -b PAC modulations in the left
motor area reflect sensitivity to audiovisual asynchrony in speech
perception. First, a three-way repeated-measure ANOVA (main
factors: mask, asynchrony, and correctness) revealed a main
effect of mask on d -b PAC with d -b phase-coupling being sig-
nificantly greater in the no-mask than in the head-mask condi-
tions (F(2,22) = 4.72; p= 0.041; hp

2 = 0.18; see Fig. 6A). No further
significant main effects or interactions were found. These
results show greater left motor cortex d -b PAC when partici-
pants were more sensitive to asynchronous audiovisual speech
in the no-mask conditions than when they were less able to
match visual and auditory prosodic features (head-mask condi-
tions). Nevertheless, we cannot fully discard that d -b PAC also
increased in the head-mask condition as compared with a con-
trol baseline condition (e.g., visual or auditory only condition).
Second, we investigated whether the d -b PAC difference
between no-mask and head-mask conditions was restricted to
the left motor areas. As accuracy and asynchrony did not affect
d -b PAC in the cluster of interest, we selected only correct
trials for the d -b PAC analysis at the whole-brain level and

combined synchronous and asynchronous trials within no-
mask and head-mask conditions (i.e., NMCs: NMA1 NMS;
HMCs: HMA 1 HMS). The cluster-based permutation tests
revealed one significant positive cluster peaking in the supe-
rior motor area and in the left middle temporal lobe (although
not exclusively; see Fig. 6B), confirming that d -b PAC was
significantly larger in the no-mask (NMCs) compared with
the head-mask (HMCs) case (NMCs – HMCs: p = 0.043, clus-
ter statistic = 216.69).

In summary, the EEG results mirrored the behavioral results
as modulations in left motor d power reflect the successful detec-
tion of audiovisual asynchrony when participants were able to
see face and visible articulators (no-mask conditions), but not in
the head-mask conditions. An increase in left motor d power
only predicted differential sensitivity to audiovisual asynchrony
in the no-mask conditions and related to correctly perceiving
asynchronous audiovisual speech. Importantly, a control analysis
confirmed that variations in left motor d activity reflect an am-
plitude difference based on the same oscillatory activity across all
stimuli rather than oscillation differences of stimulation per se
Lastly, d -b PAC in the left motor cortex was greater when lis-
teners detected audiovisual asynchrony more accurately during
speech perception (i.e., no-mask as compared with head-mask
conditions). Nevertheless, this result did not exclude that d -b
PAC also increased in the head-mask conditions, but to a lesser
extent.

Discussion
The present study investigated the role of motor d oscillations
during the temporal analysis of multisensory prosodic features in
speech perception. The behavioral results of the audiovisual
asynchrony detection task confirmed that listeners processed
both prosodies in multisensory speech perception when suffi-
cient visual information was available. At the brain level, the per-
ception of audiovisual asynchrony induced an increase in left
motor d activity (extending to the inferior frontal gyrus).
Further, the difference of d power between asynchronous and
synchronous conditions predicted participants’ sensitivity of
audiovisual asynchrony. In contrast, participants were less able
to discriminate audiovisual information when a speaker’s facial
information was masked. This is evident in the absence of differ-
ence in d activity between asynchronous and synchronous
conditions. Finally, d -b PAC in the left motor cortex was signif-
icantly greater when listeners were more accurate in perceiving
asynchrony between visual and auditory information during
multisensory speech perception (no-mask vs head-mask condi-
tions). Altogether, the current results indicate that the d time-
scale provides a flexible framework to synchronize a listener’s
brain activity with multisensory speech input. Thus, motor d ac-
tivity seems to play a role in detecting temporal mismatches
between visual and auditory prosodies and is as a sensitive mea-
sure of (un-)successful temporal analysis in multisensory speech
perception.

Behaviorally, the results of the asynchrony detection task con-
firm our first hypothesis, that is, listeners temporal analyze pro-
sodic events in multisensory speech perception. This finding was
expected as visual information complements auditory informa-
tion and often improves speech perception (Sumby and Pollack,
1954; van Wassenhove et al., 2005). Speaker’s articulatory move-
ments and gestures temporally aligned with acoustic prosodic
cues, providing listeners with a reliable temporal structure of the
speech signal in the d range (Wagner et al., 2014; Biau et al.,
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2016; Esteve-Gibert and Guellaï, 2018). Participants likely use
these salient prosodic events as landmarks to align them into a
coherent multisensory speech percept. The results suggest that
successful temporal analysis can focus the listeners’ attention
within brief time-windows containing complementary multisen-
sory prosodic events. This is in line with the theory of dynamic
attending, stating that nonrandom external stimulation drives
periodic attention allocation toward critical events (Large and
Jones, 1999). Noteworthy, the differences of performance
between the no-mask and head-mask conditions indicate that
participants likely relied on complementary information con-
veyed by the speaker’s head, face, and fine articulatory gestures
to achieve the integration of the visual prosodic signal (Crosse et
al., 2015). Of note, when the speaker’s face was masked, partici-
pants’ response accuracy decreased significantly while they
remained sensitive to the temporal alignment of the audio-
visual signals in the synchronous condition (HMS). Our
results suggest that participants adopted a liberal guessing
strategy and tended to respond “synchronous” more often
in the head-mask conditions (i.e., negative c criterion and
decrease of d’ as compared with the no-mask conditions).
Therefore, we assume that if participants were not sensitive
at all to audiovisual temporal alignment, such a bias would
have only increased and led to responding “synchronous”
even more systematically. Consequently, correct response
rates would have significantly increased in the HMS as
compared with the NMS and NMA conditions. Our results
show that this is not the case as HMS accuracy was equiva-
lent to NMS and NMA accuracy. Rather, performance in
the HMA condition decreased to chance level. While some-
what speculative, a comparable d power increase in the
HMS and NMA conditions at the scalp level (Fig. 3C) may
reflect a similar increased effort to reach comparable accu-
racy levels when integrating a blurred visual signal with an
auditory signal. Such an increased effort was not observed
in the HMA condition, potentially because of the larger
delay between visual and auditory signal onsets that pre-
vented participants to align them. In other words, increased
d power reflects an analytic effort and explains comparable
d power patterns in the NMA and HMS conditions. Lastly,
although we applied a unique head-mask to obscure visual fa-
cial prosody, this is technically a gradual masking approach
because blurring the face did not prevent the participants from
using other available visual prosodic information (e.g., head
nods, upper parts of the speaker’s body, and hand gestures).
Nevertheless, future studies could adopt a more fine-grained
gradual masking approach by using different levels of visual
degradation, masking different effectors (e.g., mouth, head,
hands, and breathing) to examine which movements best carry
information needed for successful temporal analysis in multi-
sensory speech perception.

The EEG results confirmed an increase in motor d activity in
response to audiovisual asynchrony detection, extending the role
of d activity to the temporal analysis of multisensory prosodies.
Previous literature associated d oscillations in the motor cortex
with the perception of auditory rhythmic stimulation (Morillon
and Schroeder, 2015; Keitel et al., 2018; Morillon et al., 2019).
The present results extend these findings to the temporal analysis
of nonisochronous events that act as punctual “snap fasteners”
streaming visual and auditory signals within relevant time-win-
dows. As long as they provide the brain with sufficient time for
the temporal analysis of multiple sensory inputs, salient prosodic
features do not have to be perfectly regular to trigger d motor

responses. The present EEG results corroborate this hypothesis
in three ways. First, we did not observe different d responses in
auditory and visual cortices when audiovisual stimuli were syn-
chronous. This would have reflected low-level feature tracking in
early sensory processing (Gross et al., 2013; Crosse et al., 2015;
Mai et al., 2016; Ghitza, 2017). Further, a control analysis con-
firmed that d responses in left motor cortex did not simply
reflect stimulus entrainment as they significantly differed from
the frequency of the audiovisual stimuli. Next, audiovisual asyn-
chrony would likely decrease pure entrainment by making signal
tracking more difficult than when different channels of the same
input are processed synchronously. Further, we found no u ac-
tivity in response to audiovisual asynchrony at the scalp level
that would have indicated an effect driven specifically by the rate
of the prosodic features (e.g., lip movements). Additionally, dif-
ferences in left motor cortex d power only predicted accuracy in
the no-mask contrast. Moreover, d power increased more for
accurate than inaccurate responses in the asynchronous condi-
tions, independent of the presence or absence of a head-mask.
Lastly, participants perceived audiovisual synchrony less accu-
rately when the speaker’s facial information was blurred. This
was shown in weaker d motor responses and that synchronous
and asynchronous conditions displayed not differences in d
power. Together, these results confirm that left motor d oscilla-
tions might reflect the successful detection of audiovisual asyn-
chrony, likely linked to the temporal analysis of multisensory
speech.

Importantly, the responses found in the left inferior frontal
gyrus align well with previous research that established a role in
cross-modal information integration between gestures and
speech (Willems et al., 2009; Park et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018).
Here, participants perceived information carried by two modal-
ities, and integrated gestures’ kinematics with auditory envelope
modulations to perform an asynchrony detection task. Further
investigations will need to address whether the response modula-
tions in the left IFG were specific to the temporal integration of
gesture and speech or could be reproduced using moving dots
following gestures’ dynamics (Holle et al., 2012; Biau et al.,
2016). In contrast, we found no differential activation in further
brain regions associated with multisensory speech integration
such as the left posterior superior temporal sulcus (Marstaller
and Burianová, 2014). Here, d oscillations did not reflect multi-
sensory integration per se but the temporal alignment of mul-
tisensory information. It is worth noting that the present
study focused on the temporal analysis of visual and auditory
prosodies and addressed how they (mis-)align. It could be of
further interest to look more closely into the temporal dynam-
ics between sensory areas in multisensory speech perception.
For instance, comparing d phase offsets between synchronous
and asynchronous conditions could help to understand
whether the synchronization of d oscillations between visual
and auditory areas predicts d responses in the left motor cor-
tex. Future studies may overcome the limitations of the cur-
rent study to perform source reconstruction analysis (e.g.,
including visual and auditory only conditions as localizers),
and address the role of d synchronization between sensory
areas in multisensory speech perception.

Finally, d -b coupling in the left motor cortex was larger in
the no-mask conditions, when listeners perceived audiovisual
temporal alignment in both directions (i.e., synchronous or asyn-
chronous). Although somewhat speculative, d -b coupling might
take place after proper temporal analysis of visual and auditory
prosodic features has occurred and might support top-down
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predictions (e.g., auditory-motor coupling). For instance, Park et
al. (2015) showed that the left frontal areas modulated the phase
of d oscillations in the left auditory cortex by means of top-
down control in speech perception. Reciprocally, d -b PAC in
the auditory cortex respond to the modulations of rhythmic
regularity in auditory speech perception (Chang et al., 2019).
Further, Keitel et al. (2018) reported that d -b PAC in the left
motor cortex predicted behavioral performance in speech
comprehension. Future research will need to unravel whether
d -b coupling provides a ubiquitous means of cross-regional
communication to align temporally different dynamic input
in sensory cortices (Arnal, 2012; Fujioka et al., 2015; Morillon
et al., 2019). For example, Fontolan et al. (2014) reported that
d -b coupling in the associative auditory cortex modulated
the phase of g activity related to phonological processing in
the primary auditory cortex in auditory sentence perception
(Giraud and Poeppel, 2012). Alternatively, d -b PAC may
drive the periodicity of attention to critical time-windows
containing relevant accentuated speech information, which
fits with the dynamic attention theory (Large and Jones,
1999). It is important to note that d -b PAC may increase in
the head-mask conditions as well, but simply to a lesser extent
than in the no-mask conditions. If true, top-down predictions
may be generated during multisensory speech perception even
when participants were less successful in detecting audiovisual
temporal (mis)alignment.

We propose that motor d oscillations mirror the success-
ful detection of asynchronous multisensory prosodies,
encoded separately in auditory and visual sensory cortices.
The slow timescale of d (1–3 Hz) may also offer the brain
some flexibility to create a coherent multisensory percept
despite the natural delay between visual and auditory signal
onsets in speech (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009). In social
interactions where conditions change quickly, such a d
framework would help listeners to align speech information
in a bottleneck fashion to maintain stable synchronization
in speech flow (Kotz et al., 2018). When two dynamic events
cannot be integrated in a critical d time-window because of
their temporal offsets, any effort to resolve such an audiovi-
sual mismatch increases and shows in amplified motor d
activity. At a certain point, i.e., when onsets of visual and
auditory prosody onsets mismatch (;400 ms), d power
reaches a critical threshold, leading to the successful detec-
tion of audiovisual asynchrony in speech. Further investi-
gations will need to address whether this with other
timescales present in both the speech signal and brain oscil-
lations. For instance, we cannot fully discard that the proso-
dic contour in our stimuli still contained a syllable structure
embedded in it (e.g., at onsets and stress peaks). Further, lip
movements and auditory envelope convey syllabic informa-
tion occurring at a u rate (4–8 Hz) providing other robust
temporal information in the speech signal during face-to-
face conversations (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009; Giraud
and Poeppel, 2012). Therefore, d and u activities may
actually couple to strengthen speaker-listener synchroniza-
tion in social communicative interactions.

In conclusion, our findings show that left motor d oscillations
play a role in audiovisual asynchrony detection of visual and au-
ditory prosodies, and by extension contribute to the successful
temporal analysis of multisensory speech. We propose that a crit-
ical d time window allows for the (un-)successful temporal align-
ment of dynamic prosodic features, conveyed by distinct sensory
modalities in speech perception.
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